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Reception 

 

Chinese New Year 

We have been busy celebrating Chinese New 

Year.  It has been really interesting to learn 

why each year is named after a different      

animal.  Can you remember the story?  

 

We have been making our own dragons and    

trying our hand at writing Chinese symbols.   

 

 

 

 

Year 1 

 

English 

We are going to be starting to looking at      

traditional tales.  Do you already know some? 

Perhaps you could try to find one to read over 

the half term break. 

 

Maths  

We will be looking at data handling for the first 

week back.  This will include tally charts, bar 

charts and other types of graph.   

 

Topic 

We will be starting to look at changing           

materials in our science lessons and healthy 

eating in our DT lessons; we have a feeling we 

will be doing a bit of cooking over the next half 

term. 

Next Week 

Have a lovely half term break!  

We are looking forward to hearing about what you have done during the break when we 

come back on the 23rd February. 

 

Don’t forget your library books on the first day back! 

We had a great day on Tuesday with our music enrichment day.  We started the day listening to a 

piece of music and drawing our responses on a big roll of paper.  We then had two fantastic         

workshops run by music students from the University of York.  It was lovely to see you all get so    

involved with making all sorts of different sounds to make music and musical stories.  A big thank you 

has to go to Ms Lamb for organising it all! 

 

This has been Mrs Rathmell’s last week in Class 2.  We will miss her a great deal and wish her the 

best of luck for the future.  We hope she will pop in to visit us at some point soon! 


